Stampin’ Pattern - Double One Sheet Wonder - 6 x 6
Use this pattern to create 5 simple cards fast!

Supplies Needed
2 sheet of 6 x 6 Designer Series Paper (all four sides should coordinate)
5 card bases in a coordinating cardstock color 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” each
5 pieces of Basic White cut at 5 1/4” x 4”
Ribbon or embellishments of choice
Optional: Basic White scraps for die cutting shapes for sentiment images
Optional: A second coordinating cardstock color for layering with sentiments or adding accents.

Tips for Success
• Cut both pieces of DSP at the same time.
• If using DSP that has two “busy” patterns, be sure these sides of the paper are facing each other when cutting
• If one of the DSP sides has a stripe or a directional pattern make sure it is upright and horizontal when cutting.
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**Directions for Cutting the DSP (Wonder Sheets)**

1. Make the first cut at 2” along one side so that you have 2” x 6” and 4” x 6” pieces.
2. Turn the 2” x 6” pieces and cut at 3 1/4” along the long side. This gives you 2” x 3 1/4” and 2” x 2 3/4” pieces.
3. Turn the 4” x 6” pieces and cut at 4” and then at 1 1/2”. This gives you 4” x 4” squares, 4” x 1 1/2” pieces and 4” x 1/2” pieces.
4. Take the 4” x 4” squares and cut diagonally across (not from corner to corner, but offset from the corners about 1”)
5. Lay the pieces as shown in the pictures onto the 5 Basic White cardstock pieces to get the designs that you want.
6. If doing any background stamping or if stamping the greetings directly onto the Basic White layer, do that prior to adhering the pieces with adhesive. Mount onto card bases and embellish as desired.
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Cut both pieces at the same time

5 layouts using all pieces
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